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1.0

Introduction to Tamworth

1.1

Tamworth is located in the south-eastern corner of Staffordshire, bordered by
Warwickshire to the south and east. Situated 18 miles from the Birmingham
conurbation and on the edge of the West Midlands Green Belt, the Borough is only
12 square miles in size making it one of the smallest in England. Geographically
Tamworth is related to the neighbouring districts of North Warwickshire and Lichfield.
Socially, Tamworth has many links with Birmingham having received overspill in the
1960s and 1970s which resulted in the development of a series of planned housing
estates with associated centres, green spaces and community facilities.

1.2

The Borough is almost exclusively urban with limited areas of countryside, although
the planned post-war expansion has resulted in a unique legacy in the form of an
extensive network of accessible green infrastructure which extends beyond the urban
area and is complemented by blue infrastructure in the form of the canal and river
corridors. There are three river catchments in Tamworth, the Rivers Tame and Anker
and the Kettle Brook. The location of the Norman Castle at the point where the
Rivers Tame and Anker meet in the town centre is a focal point for the town. There
are two canals, the Coventry Canal, which runs through the area, and the
Birmingham and Fazeley Canal to the west, joins with the Coventry Canal at Fazeley.
Historic context

1.3

Tamworth is best known as an expanded town, it is however, a historic town with
ancient origins. The first documented evidence is from the late 7th century and by the
late 8th century Tamworth was one of the principal seats of the Mercian kingdom and
established as the Saxon Mercian Capital. During the 18th Century a considerable
number of Georgian buildings were constructed, including the Town Hall and
Almshouses built by Sir Thomas Guy. Many of the buildings built during this time
remain intact and contribute to the strong character of the town centre. Beyond the
town centre, Amington, Amington Green, Bolehall, Dosthill, Glascote and Wilnecote
are also of known medieval origin and all of them expanded from the late 18th century
onwards in response to the growth of industry, which was mainly coal and clay and
coincided with the construction of the canal networks. The earliest suburbs started
developing to the north, west and east of the town centre in the 19th century, as
evidenced by a number of large detached and semi-detached houses of the period.

1.4

Tamworth was a modest market town until the 1960’s, but in conjunction with the
increase in population as a result of the overspill designation, major redevelopments
took place in the town centre which saw the historic core fragmented and reshaped.
These included the creation of St Editha’s Square, Middle Entry, the former Gungate
Precinct and Ankerside Shopping Centre. Despite these recent interventions and
some sporadic infill development, much of the historic fabric of the town centre
remains intact including the medieval street pattern. At the same time, former
farmland was transformed into a series of planned neighbourhoods and the
previously separate villages of Amington, Wilnecote and Dosthill were incorporated
into the expanding urban area.

1.5

During the 1990’s the historic and aesthetic importance of the wider townscape was
acknowledged in the designation of the conservation areas. The town centre contains
three conservation areas, the Town Centre, Victoria Road/Albert Road and Hospital
Street and a large number of statutorily and locally listed buildings, many of which
are key local landmarks. Archaeological remains are also present, the most obvious
being Tamworth Castle which is a scheduled ancient monument as well as being a
grade I listed building, but there are other less obvious remains including parts of
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Offa’s Dyke and a medieval Deanery Wall which survives in the rear yards of
properties on Church Street and Lower Gungate. There is also potential for below
ground archaeology. Smaller conservation areas are centred on the historic cores of
Dosthill, Wilnecote and Amington Green, while Amington Hall Estate is the only semirural conservation area, located to the north east of the urban area and separated
from Amington by open countryside and farmland.
The challenges facing Tamworth
1.6

Tamworth is expected to experience a high level of housing and economic growth in
order to meet the needs and aspirations of the town and create sustainable
communities. The key issues and challenges that need to be addressed through the
Local Plan are summarised below:
Housing

1.7

Tamworth is projected to experience a significant level of population growth,
however, the supply of new housing has failed to keep up with rising demand which
has created an imbalance in the market. The Local Plan sets out the objectively
assessed housing need for Tamworth is 6,250 homes by 2031. The key challenge for
the strategy will be to increase the delivery of the amount and the right type of
housing, in order to create sustainable and mixed communities.
Economy

1.8

Tamworth’s local economy is relatively stable and is expected to grow over the Local
Plan period. It is diversifying from its traditional manufacturing base to other
employment sectors including business and financial services. Despite a relatively
low unemployment rate, employment is largely low-paid, and unskilled. There are
also pockets of deprivation within Tamworth, mostly within the post war planned
estates. To address these issues, the Local Plan sets out a need of 32 hectares of
additional employment land from 2006 to 2031. The key challenge will be to ensure
that the right types, quantity and locations of employment land are allocated in order
to attract employers and investment and help the town to fulfil its true economic
potential.

1.9

There is also a need to regenerate and diversify the town centre to ensure it remains
vibrant and viable. The Local Plan is seeking to increase the delivery of new homes,
leisure and retail floor space to help create a sustainable and prosperous future for
Tamworth.
Purpose and scope of the Heritage Impact Assessment

1.10

In order to meet the required housing, employment, leisure and retail growth, the
Local Plan needs to allocate land. However, opportunities to expand the town are
constrained by a tight administrative boundary and environmental constraints
including the flood plain, Green Belt and biodiversity designations. For this reason,
with the exception of the sustainable urban extensions, a proportion of Tamworth’s
housing and employment opportunities will come forward within the existing urban
area with any remaining need being met within adjoining local authorities. Within the
urban area, biodiversity and heritage designations also apply and the key challenge
will be to balance growth with the protection of natural and built assets to ensure it
will not have a detrimental impact on the quality of life for Tamworth’s communities.
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1.11

The purpose of the Heritage Impact Assessment is to support the Local Plan by
demonstrating how the historic environment has been considered in the site selection
process and to assess the likely impact on heritage assets, both designated and nondesignated and whether any impact can be mitigated. The following types of assets
are considered in the assessments:



Designated assets including statutorily listed buildings, scheduled monuments
and conservation areas
Non-designated assets including locally listed buildings, monuments and
archaeological remains

1.12

All housing and employment sites that are being considered for allocation in the 2014
Pre-submission Local Plan have been assessed. The Assessment was used to
inform the allocation policies HG1, HG2 and EC6 to draw attention to heritage
considerations and indicate how impact can be mitigated. Reference to the Heritage
Impact Assessment was made in these policies and EN6 which deals with protecting
the historic environment.

1.13

The Local Plan sets spatial priorities to deliver the vision and in the context of the
heritage impact assessment, the following are considered relevant:
SP2

SP3

SP5
SP9

SP10

To make Tamworth Town Centre a priority for regeneration to create a
safe and attractive place for residents, businesses and visitors by
strengthening and diversifying the town centre offer, optimising retail,
leisure and housing development opportunities and increasing its
liveability and by making the most of the town’s tourism and cultural
offer, thus creating a positive image for the Borough.
Working in partnership with economic stakeholders to create a diverse
local economy, including regeneration of employment areas and provide
appropriate education and training that will provide local job opportunities
that will reduce the need for residents to travel outside of the Borough.
To provide a range of affordable, adaptable and high quality housing that
meets the needs of Tamworth residents.
To protect and enhance heritage assets by ensuring that proposals for
change respect the historic character of the Borough including street
layout, surviving historic buildings, street furniture, archaeology and open
spaces.
To create safe, high quality places that deliver sustainable
neighbourhoods and reflect Tamworth’s small scale and domestic
character using a blend of traditional and innovative design techniques.

1.14

The following sections outline the policy background to the historic environment, why
it is important to take heritage into consideration when changes are proposed,
guidance received from English heritage on the need for the assessments,
methodology and summary of the assessments.

2.0

Legislative and Policy Context

2.1

The legislative framework for planning and heritage protection is embodied in the
normal planning framework (Town and Country Planning Act 1990) and three specific
Acts of Parliament:
 Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 provides specific
protection for buildings and areas of special architectural or historic interest
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Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1990 provides specific
protection for scheduled monuments
Protection of Wrecks Act 1973 provides specific protection for protected wreck
sites

2.2

The central theme of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is the
presumption in favour of sustainable development and the need for sustainable
economic growth. The definition of sustainable development is provided in the
National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 6-10 but in achieving sustainable
development the planning system must also contribute to protecting and enhancing
the natural, built and historic environment. Protecting and enhancing the historic
environment forms part of one the 12 core planning principles that underpin the
planning system. The section of the NPPF “Conserving and Enhancing the Historic
Environment” provides the main policies on the historic environment and its
significance-led approach to planning.

2.3

When considering the allocation of housing and employment sites in the Local Plan,
paragraphs 126, 129 and 132-137 of the NPPF were of particular relevance.
Paragraph 126 states that local planning authorities should set out a positive strategy
in their local plans for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment
including heritage at risk. Finding viable uses for heritage assets and ensuring that
new development makes a positive contribution to local character are important.
Paragraph 129 goes on to say that the significance of designated assets affected by
a proposal should be assessed and the impact identified to minimise conflict.
Paragraph 132 gives relative weight to assets depending on their significance and
paragraphs 133 and 134 draws attention to the concept of public benefits where
harm is caused. Non-designated assets are covered in paragraph 135. The
opportunity should be taken for development to enhance or better reveal the
significance of assets (paragraph 137).

2.4

Any decisions relating to listed buildings and their settings, conservation areas and
scheduled monuments must address the statutory considerations and satisfy the
relevant policies of the NPPF and the Local Plan.

2.5

Planning policy guidance has been published to support the NPPF and planning
system. It provides guidance on the interpretation of the NPPF although there is no
specific guidance on how to prepare heritage impact assessments. It does advise on
how to define significance of assets, which includes their setting and assessing
whether development will cause harm. It also advises that significance should be
identified at an early stage using evidence and expertise. Importantly for Tamworth, it
advises identifying areas of potential non-designated heritage assets with
archaeological interest. More constructive guidance was provided by English
Heritage which is set out in the following section.

3.0

Guidance from English Heritage

3.1

In order to demonstrate that it has fulfilled its duty to co-operate obligations, the
Council has actively engaged with statutory consultees throughout the preparation of
the Local Plan and English Heritage is one such consultee. In its response to the
housing and employment site selection technical consultation which followed
withdrawal of the previous Pre-submission Local Plan in March 2013, English
Heritage raised concerns about several sites where there were known heritage
assets, mostly in the town centre but also in Wilnecote, Dosthill and the Anker Valley.
The advice was that development would have implications for the setting and
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significance of heritage assets and that this should be taken into account. In the case
of sites off Spinning School Lane, the Council was advised to remove the allocations.
At that stage, the Council was not encouraged to produce a heritage impact
assessment.
3.2

In response to the Draft Local Plan consultation in 2014 English Heritage requested
additional detail and commentary on all the proposed allocations to demonstrate how
the historic environment had been considered, including anticipated impacts and
mitigation measures. In addition, the opportunity should be taken to conserve and
enhance the assets to better reveal their significance in line with the NPPF and
consider heritage at risk could be addressed through development. English Heritage
advised that it would be appropriate to present this as a heritage impact assessment
with reference to all proposed allocations that are on or adjacent to a heritage asset
or its setting.

3.3

The Council sought advice from English Heritage on a methodology for the
assessment and clarification on which sites should be assessed. The response was
that assessments would be needed specifically where heritage assets are within the
site boundary, adjacent to a site boundary and in proximity to the setting of a heritage
asset. The Heritage Impact Assessment should be carried out prior to allocation in
order to fully justify the principle of development. It was suggested that the following
information would be captured for each site:






Relevant designated and non-designated assets
How development might impact on the historic environment, heritage assets, their
setting and significance
Is harm justified?
Can harm be mitigated?
Opportunities for enhancement

Evidence Base
3.4

English Heritage advised that the assessments should make use of an appropriate
local evidence base. This information is held by the Council and the Historic
Environment Record and in the case of Tamworth consists of the following:





3.5

List descriptions for statutorily and locally listed buildings
Conservation area appraisals
Extensive Urban Survey
Heritage at Risk Survey

The Extensive Urban Survey (EUS, 2011) was of particular value in the assessment
process. It provided useful historical context and divided the urban area of Tamworth
into historic urban character areas (HUCAs) and the urban fringe/rural areas into
historic environment character zones (HECZs). For each HUCA and HECZ there was
a statement of heritage significance and an assessment of heritage values based on
the English Heritage guidance document “Conservation Principles: policies and
guidance for the sustainable management of the historic environment” (2008). It also
identified the potential for as yet unknown surviving archaeological remains and
made recommendations for future development and enhancement. The conservation
area appraisals set out the special character of each conservation area, important
buildings, townscape and areas of public realm, open spaces, negative features and
opportunities for enhancement. The Heritage at Risk Survey (2013) was used to
identify if any of the buildings classed at “vulnerable” or “at risk” could be enhanced
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through nearby development. The Assessment also took account of responses from
English Heritage and Staffordshire County Council Historic Environment Specialists
to the site technical consultations and Local Plan consultation.
3.6

Further advice from English Heritage is set out on its website under the heading “The
Local Development Plan and Heritage” and the documents “The Setting of Heritage
Assets” and “Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance”.

4.0

Methodology

4.1

It was not considered necessary to subject every site allocation to full heritage impact
assessment. The sites were screened to identify those with the greatest heritage
significance, the most obvious of which are in the town centre and areas outside the
town centre in close proximity to heritage assets. There are also sites that are not
close to designated assets but are located in HUCAs and HECZs with medium to
high overall significance. Sites close to the Watling Street Roman road also have the
potential for below ground archaeology and were subject to the full assessment
despite being located in HUCAs with low/medium overall significance. All the other
sites were subject to a brief assessment. Table 1 below shows how the sites were
split up; the assessments can be found in Appendices A and B.
Full Heritage Impact Assessment (Appendix A)
1. All town centre sites
Site
reference
347
348
349
507, 508, 509
591, 593

Site name and address
Pheonix Special Machines, Hospital Street
Norris Bros, Lichfield Street
Arrive Bus Depot, Aldergate
Magistrates Court, Police Station, Club and Youth Centre,
Spinning School Lane
Co-op Filling Station and land west of Co-op Filling Station

2. Sites outside the town centre close to known heritage assets
394, 528, 529
406
488
504
550
602, 379, 680
651
EMP1

Dunstall Lane
Land north of Coton Lane
Staffordshire County Council Care Home, New Road, Wilnecote
Treetops Garage
Solway Close
Tamworth Golf Course
Anker Valley
Land south of A5

3. Sites in HUCAs and HECZs with medium-high overall significance or close
to Watling Street Roman Road
343
344
357
387
390

Cottage Farm Road
Derelict buildings south of B5404
Northern part of Beauchamp Employment Area
Coton House Farm
Coton Hall Farm
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399
521

Cont’s Van Hire & Millfield House, Lichfield Road
Fomer Railway Goods Yard, Wilnecote
4. Brief Heritage Impact Assessment (Appendix B)

341
Land south of St Peters Close (phase 2)
358
Whitley Avenue
462
Park Farm Road
496
Seaton Hire, south of Wilnecote Lane
521
Former Railway Goods Yard
541
Land adjacent to Tame Valley Alloys
EMP2
Cardinal Point
EMP7
Land north of Bonehill Road
EMP8
Land adjacent to Relay Park
EMP9
Land adjacent to Centurion Park
EMP10,
Sandy Way, part of Amington employment area
EMP30,
EMP34
EMP26
Land adjacent to Sandy Hill Business Park
Table 1: Site for full and brief assessment
4.2

A proforma was produced for each site. It included the information set out in
paragraph 3.3 with the addition of sections on opportunities to enhance or better
reveal the significance of an asset, recommendations for further work and a site map.
An important part of the assessment process was to identify how the Local Plan
could achieve the appropriate protection, mitigation and enhancement. The stages
are set out and explained below:
Stage
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4
Stage 5

Stage 6
Stage 7

Task
Identify relevant heritage assets from maps, local knowledge and EUS
Identify significance of heritage assets using available evidence i.e.
EUS, list descriptions and conservation area appraisals
Assess the potential impact of development on significance of heritage
assets
Decide whether impact is justified and capable of mitigation
Identify opportunities for enhancement or to better reveal significance,
including tackling buildings at risk or issues identified in conservation
area appraisals.
Identify further work required by either the Council or
landowner/developer.
Consider and make changes to the Local Plan to reflect HIAs

Stage 1: Identify relevant heritage assets
4.3

The identified heritage assets were both designated and non-designated. In addition
to conservation areas, statutorily listed buildings, locally listed buildings and
scheduled ancient monuments, other less well known archaeological assets and
potential for archaeology were identified through the EUS. Some of the sites also
contain currenlty undesignated assets that may be worth considering for addition to
the local list when this is reviewed. Buildings identified in the Heritage at Risk Survey
as “at risk” or “vulnerable” are located close to some of the sites and the individual
assessment proformas have highlighted these where relevant.
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Stage 2: Identify significance of heritage assets
4.4

Understanding significance is essential in order to be able to assess the impact of
development. The English Heritage document “Conservation Principles: Policies and
Guidance for the Sustainable Management of the Historic Environment” (2008)
provides a useful basis for articulating significance which is based on how a heritage
asset or place is valued by this and future generations because of its heritage
interest. This may be value that derive from an asset’s:





4.5

Evidential value: potential to yield evidence about past human activity
Historical value: connection with a notable person or event
Aesthetic value: design and appearance
Communal value: connection with any current or past community

The EUS provides commentary for the HUCAs and HECZs on each of these values
and Staffordshire County Council has subsequently produced a summary of the
overall values in the form of a map, which has been useful for the Assessment
(Appendix C).
Stage 3: Assess the potential impact of development on significance

4.6

This stage involved making an assessment of how the type and form of development
might impact on the asset and its setting. Some assets and areas are more sensitive
to change. Not surprisingly, the existing environment and streetscape in areas such
as the town centre that contain a concentration of heritage assets, are more
sensitive. However, even in areas with few visible above ground assets, there is also
a chance that below ground archaeology may survive and may be disturbed or
destroyed by development; the EUS identifies the potential for this.
Stage 4: Decide whether impact is justified or capable of mitigation

4.7

Where a development impacts on a heritage asset and its setting, it is necessary to
decide whether the impact will cause harm and if so, whether it is acceptable. Harm
should be given weight according to the value of the asset. Where it is possible to
mitigate against impact or harm, the assessment proformas set out ways in which
this could be achieved, which is primarily through design and materials.
Stage 5: Identify opportunities for enhancement or to better reveal significance

4.8

Although development will inevitably have an impact on sensitive sites and locations,
impact will not always be harmful. In the case of some sites, existing development
may already have resulted in loss or fragmentation of character and development
provides the opportunity for improvements to consolidate historic character and street
scene. The assessment process provides the opportunity to identify where this may
be possible. For sites that have known archaeological interest or potential for
archaeology, the opportunity exists through a desk based assessment and
subsequent fieldwork and recording to fully understand the asset and record this in
the Historic Environment Record and potentially on-site if it is significant.
Stage 6: Identify further work required

4.9

Where the EUS has identified the potential for archaeological remains (even when
the potential is low), the assessments have identified that an archaeological desk
based assessment is the starting point to understanding the potential, which may
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lead on to a requirement for fieldwork and the need for specific mitigation measures.
For sites that are of high heritage significance, this information should be collected
and submitted with a planning application. For sites of less significance, this
requirement could be achieved through a condition on any approval.
4.10

The assessments have identified where there are existing buildings that are currently
undesignated but may be of sufficient interest to be considered for listing in the
forthcoming review of the local list.
Stage 7: Consider changes to the Local Plan

4.11

This stage is considered in more detail in section 6.

5.0

Summary findings from the assessment

5.1

The assessments are contained in Appendices A and B. Not surprisingly, the parts of
Tamworth which exhibit the greatest heritage significance and value are mostly
associated with the historic cores, namely Tamworth town centre, Amington Green,
Dosthill and Wilnecote, where the medieval and earlier street pattern survives and
there is high potential for below ground archaeological deposits. Sites in and on the
edge of the town centre are inevitably next to or close to listed buildings and within
the conservation areas, which, together with their settings, are very sensitive to
change. A number of these sites are highly visible on key gateways into the town,
namely Lichfield Street, Aldergate, Albert Road and Fazeley Road/Ladybridge
although the latter is more known as a pedestrian gateway. In these cases, it is
particularly important to have regard to the existing known heritage assets and set
high standards for development that must respect its setting.

5.2

In some cases development has the potential to enhance and restore historic
townscape such as along Lichfield Street where site 348 Norris Brothers is a
sensitive gap site between listed buildings, two of which are classed as “vulnerable”.
The current use resulted in the fragmentation of the historic built up frontage and
development provides the opportunity to both restore the built up frontage, which will
strengthen the streetscape, and also enhance the buildings at risk. Other sites where
the opportunity exists to either retain or create a built up frontage to strengthen the
historic street pattern are sites 349 Arrive Bus Depot and 508/507/209 Spinning
School Lane.

5.3

Outside the town centre but still within the urban area, there are other sites that are
of high significance for a variety of reasons. Solway Close is associated with the
listed Wigginton Lodge and unregistered Wiggington Park which contains several
ridge and furrow earthworks; here development presents a challenge to respect the
setting of the Lodge. A number of sites are close to Watling Street and the Wilnecote
Conservation Area. Although the conservation area is confined to a relatively small
area, Watling Street is an extensive historic transport corridor where there has been
limited archaeological investigation to date, but more detailed survey work is required
to understand the significance of any remains.

5.4

The rural fringe areas are also rich in heritage due to the area’s Roman, medieval
and even 20th century history. Both Dunstall Lane and Anker Valley have additional
challenges to the urban sites because they are currently rural and open and any
development will have irreversible effects on their character. Here, development
should be carefully designed with appropriate landscaping to reduce the urban edge
effect. At Dunstall Lane, the Golf Course and Bitterscote South the canal network
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forms a boundary to the sites and the currently open character of the canal should be
taken into consideration, again to minimise the urban edge effect.
5.5

Due to Tamworth’s ancient origins, even in parts of the town that the EUS classes as
having low and low/medium overall significance and to all intents and purposes are
almost entirely late 20th and early 21st century, there is still potential for below ground
archaeology to survive development may still have the potential.

5.6

The assessments describe how development is likely to impact on significance for
each site, both above and below ground and make recommendations for mitigating
the impact which would involve a combination of careful, thoughtful design and
consideration of context. A desk based archaeological assessment will be required
for all sites for the reason set out in paragraph 5.5. In no case has impact on heritage
assets been considered so harmful that development of a site would be unacceptable
and no sites have been deleted because of the heritage impact assessment. In all
cases, even the most sensitive locations, it is considered that impact can be
mitigated through sensitive design and use of materials and reflecting historic
character in the surrounding area.

5.7

The assessments have also highlighted buildings that could be considered for local
listing, namely Dunstall Farm farmhouse and brick barns and the former school
buildings on New Road. These recommendations are made in part 5 of the
respective assessments.

6.0

Impact on the Local Plan

6.1

The heritage impact assessment was undertaken following the draft Local Plan
consultation. At this stage, a number of housing and employment allocations were
already provisionally allocated. These sites were the result of a site selection process
that originated with the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (2012) and
have been refined through a number of different exercises including sustainability
appraisal and technical consultations. The list of sites has been further refined and all
the allocations in the Pre-submission Local Plan have been assessed in this
document. The assessment has not resulted in the deletion of any of the allocations
purely on heritage impact grounds because any impact is considered capable of
mitigation, however, it has been an important process which has enabled the
structured consideration of the historic environment in the site allocation process.

6.2

Following completion of the assessment, the recommendations for mitigation were
incorporated into the Local Plan. Site allocation Policies HG1 Housing and EC6 set
out sites that are allocated for housing and employment and the supporting text has
been amended to reference the heritage impact assessment and requires the
preparation of a heritage statement and archaeological desk based assessment in
respect of the allocations. Policy HG2 Sustainable Urban Extensions refers to Anker
Valley, the Golf Course and Dunstall Lane and has been amended to make direct
reference to on and off-site heritage assets and specific requirements have been
added.

6.3.

EN6 Protecting the Historic Environment also references the heritage impact
assessment in respect of allocated sites, although all sites including those that are
not allocated and come forward as windfall sites, will need to pay particular attention
to heritage assets in their design and show how mitigation and enhancement can be
achieved through the development;. There is also a requirement to address issues
identified in the EUS, conservation area appraisals, heritage impact assessments,
and heritage at risk where practical. The policy makes a commitment to review the
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local list which will pick up on the buildings identified as having potential through the
assessment process.
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APPENDIX A:
Heritage Impact Assessments for allocations in sensitive
locations
The following key represents symbols used throughout Appendix A, although
not every symbol will apply to every map.

Key to maps

Site Boundary
Scheduled Ancient Monument
Grade I Listed
Grade II* Listed
Grade II Listed
Locally Listed
Conservation Area
Significant Wall
Mature Trees
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Site Ref 343, 344

Site Name: Land off Cottage
Farm Road / Derelict
Buildings south of B5404

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

X

Housing

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Potential for archaeology, Roman road
features, small field systems, enclosures and
farmsteads.

c) What is the proximity?

No recorded designated assets within the site
or in the surrounding vicinity, however adjacent
to projected line of the Roman Road so
potential for below ground archaeological
deposits to survive.
Lies within the Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HUCA 36: Mount Pleasant and Dosthill
and HUCA 35: Two Gates. In terms of
significance HUCA 36 has medium historical
and aesthetic value and low evidential and
communal value. The overall significance is
low/medium. The EUS shows the site as
“paddocks and closes”. HUCA 35 which has a
high/medium overall significance due to the
high degree of survival of legible heritage
assets.

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?

No known assets on-site, although there is a
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non-designated monument, “Possible site of
Stretford”, outside the site at the Two Gates
Crossroads. The area immediately outside the
site is predominantly suburban but does
include a small portion of the Watling Street
Roman road. There are some legible heritage
assets in the HUCA but they are not
predominant or have already been changed by
20th or 21st century development.
Site is highly visible and lies within the
Wilnecote Regeneration Corridor (Policy HG3).
The surroundings are degraded, there are no
known legible assets on the site but it is
adjacent to Watling Street so there is a
potential for activity associated with the Roman
road to survive as below ground
archaeological remains, however, intensive
20th century development has reduced the
potential. Limited archaeological work has
been undertaken to date so the understanding
of the resource is limited.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance? Please explain.

3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

There are heritage assets present in the HUCA
but they are not predominant or have been
altered. Site is highly visible on a busy
thoroughfare and it is important that any
development faces onto the road to reinforce
this historic route.
Development would involve construction of
new foundations which could result in loss or
fragmentation of surviving archaeological
remains.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □
No legible above ground heritage assets to
protect. In terms of mitigating impact on below
ground archaeology, there will be a
requirement for a desk based assessment to
assess the potential. It may be necessary to
undertake fieldwork to fully understand the
resource. Where development may result in
the loss of archaeology, recording will be
required by an appropriate professional.
Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6
to refer to the HIAs.

c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities

Not applicable.
YES
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X

NO

□

for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?
b) If yes, explain further

Sympathetic restoration or enhancement of the
built heritage would strengthen the historic
character and quality of the wider townscape.
The development should face onto the street
to strengthen the historic character of Watling
Street.
Opportunity to find out more about
archaeology and archaeological potential in
the area through initial assessment and
evaluation. This will improve the understanding
of the resource in this location.

c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?
5) What further work is required?

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
Potential for archaeology will require a desk
based archaeological assessment to identify
potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.
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Site Ref 347

Site Name: Pheonix Special
Machines, Hospital Street

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

X

Housing

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Conservation areas, statutorily and locally
listed buildings.
Potential for below ground archaeology.

c) What is the proximity?

Site straddles the Town Centre and Hospital
Street Conservation Areas.
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2a) What is the significance of
the asset?

In close proximity to Grade II listed buildings:
11, 12 and 13 Aldergate.
Close proximity to locally listed buildings:
former Congregational Chapel, the Phillip Dix
Centre, Carnegie Centre and former Cottage
Hospital.
The site lies within the Tamworth Extensive
Urban Survey HUCA 3: Aldergate. The area is
of very high historic significance, which is
reflected in the number of designated assets.
In terms of significance the area has high
evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal
values. The EUS states this is one of the areas
exhibiting the greatest heritage significance in
terms of the legible and archaeological
heritage assets. There is high potential for
below ground archaeology but the extent is
currently unknown.
No known assets on-site, which is shown in the
EUS as “industrial” and historically as “market
gardens or allotments”. The site is an industrial
area to the rear of Aldergate and Hospital
Street. It is visible from Aldergate and
Corporation Street due to the break in frontage
between numbers 9 and 11. It is a former
timber yard, as evidenced by 19th century
maps and the existing buildings on the site are
of simple utilitarian construction, single storey
older workshops and more modern two storey
office buildings of equivalent height.
The Town Centre Conservation Area was
designated in 1976 and was subject to
boundary amendments in 1994 and 2008. The
character appraisal notes that its character
ranges from that of intimate historic market
streets lined with domestically scaled 18th
century buildings to busy thoroughfares
containing grander houses. The town centre
has changed through the demolition of many
historic building and replacement with 20th
century buildings but still retains its compact
nature and street pattern. The prevailing
architectural style is 18th century although
earlier elements survive within many buildings.
Aldergate is one of the historic thoroughfares
and is a long curving street which forms the
western part of the medieval street. Numbers
11, 12 and 13, together with 14, 16 and 17
Aldergate form a largely intact group of listed
buildings which is recognised in the
conservation area appraisal as “a good and
visually coherent group and important in views
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from the Garden of Rest”. They are
complemented by locally listed buildings on
Corporation Street and the Garden of Rest
which is an important open space within the
conservation area. The western side of the
street has been fragmented by the loss of
number 10, which has been detrimental to the
streetscape but allows a view into the site from
Aldergate and Corporation Street.
11 Aldergate is adjacent to the site. It is
statutorily listed and the individual asset most
affected by the potential development. It is built
in the Georgian style, of 18th century origins
with later additions. Detached and of three
storeys the frontage is relatively intact and
unaltered with double bay windows and typical
Georgian detailing and fenestration.
The Hospital Street Conservation Area was
designated in 1990 and was amended in 1998.
It is based on an area of former orchards,
which was developed from the late 19th century
with the hospital after which the street is
named, the school and terraced housing. The
general character is of a small quiet residential
enclave focused on the school.
The southern side of Hospital Street in the
vicinity of the site, has a built up frontage of
unlisted mainly two storey terraced houses,
which have distinctive lean to roofs and bay
windows. At the entrance to the site number 29
is highlighted in the character appraisal as
being of some visual importance, being a tall
end terrace house with timber framed gable to
the front. The other side of the entrance is
marked by the modern wing of the MacGregor
Tithe development. From here there is a view
through to Aldergate.
The potential for below ground archaeological
deposits from the early medieval period
onwards is of particular importance.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance? Please explain.

The high evidential, historical, aesthetic and
communal values mean that the historic
environment within the HUCA is very sensitive
to change. The site’s visibility from Aldergate
and Corporation Street mean that development
will impact on the character and setting of the
Town Centre Conservation Area and 11
Aldergate and has the potential to harm the
significance of both.
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3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

Development would involve construction of
new foundations which could result in loss or
fragmentation of surviving archaeological
remains.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □
Visible site off one of the main routes into the
town centre and adjacent to a listed building
makes it essential that development reflects
existing character and quality of the wider
townscape to improve the historic character
and sense of place. A standard house type
would have a harmful impact and is not a
suitable solution in this sensitive location and
there will be a need for careful consideration of
layout, design, scale and materials to ensure
development contributes positively to the
location. Development should reflect existing
character of small scale domestic architecture.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording may be required by an
appropriate professional.
Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6
to refer to the HIAs.

c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.

b) If yes, explain further

Development should reflect existing character
and quality of the wider townscape to enhance
the historic character and sense of place.
Maintain view and pedestrian access between
Aldergate and Hospital Street.

c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
High potential for archaeology will require a
desk based archaeological assessment to

5) What further work is required?

YES
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x

NO

□

identify potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.
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Site Ref 348

Site Name: Norris Brothers,
Lichfield Street

Housing

103 and 104 Lichfield
Street – “vulnerable”
under Heritage at
Risk Survey 2013

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

x

NO

□

If yes,
c) What type of heritage asset?

Conservation area, listed buildings,
archaeology.

c) What is the proximity?

A Quaker burial ground is recorded to the west
and may lie within this site. There is also
potential for historic buildings to retain earlier
fabric within their cores.
Within the Town Centre Conservation Area.
Adjacent to Grade II listed buildings: 103 – 104,
110 - 111 Lichfield Street and Former Peel
School.
Opposite Grade II listed buildings: 17, 18, 19,
20, 21 & 22 Lichfield Street.
Lies within the Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HUCA 14: Lichfield Street and the Moat
House. The area is of very high historic
significance, which is reflected in the number of
designated and non designated assets. In
terms of significance the area has high
evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal
values. The EUS states this is one of the areas
exhibiting the greatest heritage significance in
terms of the legible and archaeological heritage

2a) What is significance of the
heritage asset?
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assets. There is high potential for below ground
archaeology but the extent is currently
unknown. The EUS shows the frontage part of
the site as “suburb” and the rear as “other nonresidential development” and “suburban
redevelopment or infill”. The site contains one
designated asset, 110 Lichfield Street.
The Town Centre Conservation Area was
designated in 1976 and was subject to
boundary amendments in 1994 and 2008. The
character appraisal notes that its character
ranges from that of intimate historic market
streets lined with domestically scaled 18th
century buildings to busy thoroughfares
containing grander houses. The town centre
has changed through the demolition of many
historic building and replacement with 20th
century buildings but still retains its compact
nature and street pattern. The prevailing
architectural style is 18th century although
earlier elements survive within many buildings.
Lichfield Street is one of the historic
thoroughfares into the town and of mixed
character with a high proportion of historic
frontages. The majority of the buildings date
from the 18th and 19th centuries when it was an
important commercial street. Most of the
historic buildings on the southern side of the
street are statutorily listed and are
distinguished two and three storey houses.
Historic associations include 17-18, a former
school which was built for Sir Robert Peel. The
northern side of the street has a more eclectic
frontage with larger Georgian buildings at the
western end, which become smaller towards
the centre. A high proportion are statutorily and
locally listed and as a group, the differing
periods and styles form a visually interesting
street frontage.
Listed number 110 is within the proposed site.
Along with its neighbour, 111 (also listed) it is
an early building dating from the late 16th/early
17th century and retains a high proportion of the
timber framing. Listed 103 and 104 are located
along the western site boundary and are
classed as “vulnerable” in the Heritage at Risk
Survey 2013. They are three storey early 19th
century Georgian style buildings with a
distinctive arched carriage entry which are
marred by the poor quality shop fronts and
signage. The frontage has been further
degraded by the demolition of adjacent
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buildings on site 348.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact
on the significance? Please
explain

3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain including how
mitigation could be achieved
through the Local Plan

This is a highly visible gap site in an otherwise
built up frontage. The high evidential, historical
and aesthetic values mean that the historic
environment within the HUCA is sensitive to
change and significance could be harmed by
inappropriate development. It is likely to have a
direct impact on the character and setting of
the conservation area and adjacent listed
buildings. It will also affect the setting of listed
buildings on the south side of Lichfield Street
as both sides of the road are seen in the same
view. However, it is not considered that the
impact will necessarily be harmful as
development presents the opportunity to
enhance the conservation area and listed
buildings and to contribute positively to
significance by restoring the built up frontage.
Development would involve construction of new
foundations which could result in loss or
fragmentation of surviving archaeological
remains.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
x
No mitigation possible □
In terms of mitigating impact on the character
and setting of the conservation area and listed
buildings, development presents the
opportunity for positive enhancement through
sensitive design and use of materials.
Development should reflect the existing historic
character in order to strengthen the character
and quality of the wider townscape. This will
require an infill development that uses sensitive
layout, design, scale and materials to ensure it
contributes positively to the location and does
not have an adverse impact on heritage assets.
The junction with 103-104 is particularly
sensitive and it will be important to achieve the
right relationship between old and new.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.
Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6 to
refer to the HIAs.
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c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.

b) If yes, explain further

Gap site fragments the street frontage to the
detriment of the conservation area and setting
of the surviving listed buildings. Development
presents the opportunity to make a positive
improvement to the streetscene by reinstating
the built up frontage, which will strengthen the
historic character and quality of the
conservation area.

YES

x

NO

□

Potential for sympathetic restoration and
enhancement of listed and non-listed buildings
within the site which are within the same
ownership (nos. 109 & 110 Lichfield Street) to
strengthen the historic character and quality of
the wider townscape and conservation area.
Also potential for restoration and enhancement
of adjacent “vulnerable” 103 and 104 Lichfield
Street.
c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?
5) What further work is
required?

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments and Heritage at Risk Survey (with
reference to 103 and 104 Lichfield Street).
High potential for archaeology will require a
desk based archaeological assessment to
identify potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on and
off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.
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Site Ref 349

Site Name: Arriva Bus
Depot, Aldergate

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

Housing

X

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Conservation area and statutorily and locally
listed buildings, undesignated “notable” wall.
High potential for below ground archaeology.

c) What is the proximity?

Within the Town Centre Conservation Area.
Opposite Grade II listed buildings: 14, 15, 16 &
17 Aldergate
Within 100m of Grade I St Editha’s Church.
Close proximity to locally listed buildings:
former Drill Hall, Carnegie Centre and 21-31
Church Lane. Non-designated brick wall
encircles the adjacent Garden of Rest. Mature
trees alongside boundary with Garden of Rest.
The site lies within the Tamworth Extensive
Urban Survey HUC) 3: Aldergate. The area is
of very high historic significance, which is
reflected in the number of designated assets.

2a) What is significance of the
heritage asset?
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In terms of significance the area has high
evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal
values. The EUS states this is one of the areas
exhibiting the greatest heritage significance in
terms of the legible and archaeological
heritage assets. There is high potential for
below ground archaeology but the extent is
currently unknown. No known assets on-site,
which is shown in the EUS as “other nonresidential development” and historically as
“paddocks and closes”.
The Town Centre Conservation Area was
designated in 1976 and was subject to
boundary amendments in 1994 and 2008. The
character appraisal notes that its character
ranges from that of intimate historic market
streets lined with domestically scaled 18th
century buildings to busy thoroughfares
containing grander houses. The town centre
has changed through the demolition of many
historic building and replacement with 20th
century buildings but still retains its compact
nature and street pattern. The prevailing
architectural style is 18th century although
earlier elements survive within many buildings.
Aldergate is one of the historic thoroughfares
and is a long curving street which forms the
western part of the medieval street pattern.
The view from the Lower Gungate/Hospital
Street junction that takes in the proposed
development site is an attractive one, with the
former Congregational Chapel terminating the
view. It is typically lined with buildings built up
to the back of the pavements.
The proposed site is a bus depot, built in the
late 1920s/early 1930s. It forms a continuous
built up frontage to the back of the pavement
to Aldergate and is described in the
conservation area appraisal as being
“inoffensive enough and not without
architectural detailing. It is a large building but
manages not to be too prominent, and fits
relatively well into its surroundings”.
Opposite the site, numbers 14, 16 and 17
Aldergate form a largely intact group of listed
buildings which is recognised in the
conservation area appraisal as “a good and
visually coherent group and important in views
from the Garden of Rest”. They are
complemented by locally listed buildings on
Corporation Street, the Carnegie Centre and
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former Drill Hall (now known as the Philip Dix
Centre) and the Garden of Rest. To the rear of
the site, Church Lane contains a much altered
but interesting survivor in the form of a block of
tall narrow terraced houses.
The Garden of Rest was the former Aldergate
cemetery and is an important open space
within the conservation area. It contains a
number of mature trees, including a line along
the non-designated wall, described in the
character appraisal as ‘significant’. The wall
itself extends around three sides of the Garden
of Rest and is described as ‘of note’. It is
significantly higher along the boundary with the
bus depot.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance? Please explain

3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

The high evidential, historical, aesthetic and
communal values mean that the historic
environment within the HUCA is sensitive to
change and significance could be harmed by
inappropriate development. This is a highly
visible site so any development will impact on
the character and setting of the conservation
area and listed buildings on the western side of
Aldergate as they are seen in the same street
view from either end of Aldergate. It also has
the potential to impact on locally listed
buildings, non-designated wall and mature
trees on boundary line. Development is likely
to take a different built form to the existing
single large block and is also likely to disrupt
the existing built up frontage.
Development would involve construction of
new foundations which could result in loss or
fragmentation of surviving archaeological
remains.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
x
No mitigation possible □
Highly visible site on one of the main routes
into the town centre and proximity to listed
buildings makes it essential that development
reflects existing character and quality of the
wider townscape. A standard house type
would have a harmful impact and is not a
suitable solution in this sensitive location.
There will be a need for sensitive layout,
design, scale and materials to ensure it
contributes positively to the location and does
not have an adverse impact on heritage
assets. In order to reflect the surrounding
character it would be beneficial for the
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buildings to be arranged in terraces, including
a block facing onto Aldergate to retain the built
up frontage. Ensure retention of wall and trees
between site and Garden of Rest.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.
Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6
to refer to the HIAs.
c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.

b) If yes, explain further

Development should be informed by historic
character of the area. Reinforce boundary to
Aldergate and Church by retaining a
continuous built up frontage to the back of the
pavement.

c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?

There is potential to improve the historic
character and sense of place within the nearby
public realm at the Garden of Rest and the
Creative Quarter including repairs to the walls,
landscaping and hard landscaping
enhancements. Policy EN6 requires the
enhancement of heritage assets and makes
reference to addressing issues in the Heritage
Impact Assessments.
High potential for archaeology will require a
desk based archaeological assessment to
identify potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them

5) What further work is required?

YES

x

NO

□

.
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and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.
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Site Ref 357

Site Name: Northern part
of Beauchamp
Employment Area

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

X

Housing

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Site forms part of former the large 19th century
Wilnecote brick and pipe works.
Potential for archaeology, ancient road
features, small field systems, enclosures and
farmsteads.

c) What is the proximity?

No recorded designated assets within the site
or in the surrounding vicinity, however adjacent
to projected line of the Watling Street Roman
Road.
Lies within the Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HUCA 34: Tame Valley Industrial
Estate. It has medium evidential and historic
value and low aesthetic and communal value.
The overall significance is low/medium. The
site is shown in the EUS as “industrial”; the
majority of the HUCA is shown as “mid to late
20th century industrial activity”.

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?

No known assets on-site although it is close to
the Watling Street Roman road. There is
therefore potential for below ground
archaeological deposits to survive within
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particular areas of the HUCA, but not yet
assessed.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance? Please explain.
3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?

Development in the area has the potential to
disturb or impact on above and below
archaeology or surface features.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □

b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

No legible above ground heritage assets within
the site to protect. In terms of mitigating impact
on below ground archaeology, there will be a
requirement for a desk based assessment to
assess the potential. It may be necessary to
undertake fieldwork to fully understand the
resource. Where development may result in
the loss of archaeology, recording will be
required by an appropriate professional.
Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6
to refer to the HIAs.

c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.

b) If yes, explain further

Opportunity to find out more about
archaeology and archaeological potential in
the area through initial assessment and
subsequent evaluation.

c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
Potential for archaeology will require a desk
based archaeological assessment to identify
potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to

5) What further work is required?

YES
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□

NO

□

assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.
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Site Ref 387

Site Name: Coton House
Farm, Coton Lane

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

X

Housing

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Potential for archaeological deposits.
Three unlisted historic farmsteads within 1015m of site boundary, including Coton Hall
Farm and Coton Dairy. Potential for these
buildings to retain older historic fabric.
18th/19th century field systems.

c) What is the proximity?

Evaluation by the Environment Agency
(required due to presence of cropmarks) has
recovered evidence close to the site for late
prehistoric activity and also for a series of large
undated ditches, one prehistoric ditch and a
large burnt mound thought to date to the
Bronze Age. Iron Age/Roman cropmarks to
north of site.

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?

Within 300m of the listed Hopwas Bridge.
Lies within the Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HECZ 10: Coton. In terms of
significance the area comprises historic
farmsteads and field systems and has high
evidential and historical value, potentially high
aesthetic value and medium communal value.
The overall significance is high. The EUS
shows the site as “18th/19th century semi
planned enclosure”.
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Hopwas Bridge is a Grade II listed structure.
Potential for national, regional or locally
important archaeology, but not yet assessed.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance? Please explain.

3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

The EUS has identified HECZ10 as particularly
sensitive to change. High overall significance
means that the historic environment is
sensitive to change and significance could be
harmed by inappropriate development.
Construction of new foundations could result in
loss or fragmentation of surviving
archaeological remains, non-designated
farmsteads and field systems..
Distance of site to listed Hopwas Bridge
considered to be insufficient to impact on
setting of bridge.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □
Development should reflect the existing historic
character of the adjacent farmsteads and wider
landscape in order to strengthen local
distinctiveness and respect the local
vernacular in terms of scale, layout, design,
scale and materials.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.
Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6
to refer to the HIAs.

c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.

b) If yes, explain further

Opportunity to find out more about
archaeology and archaeological potential in
the area through initial assessment and
subsequent evaluation.

c) Can the Local Plan be

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of

YES
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X

NO

□

amended to achieve the
enhancements?
5) What further work is required?

heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
Potential for archaeology will require a desk
based archaeological assessment to identify
potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.
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Site Ref 390

Site Name: Coton Hall
Farm, Coton Lane

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

Housing

X

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Potential for archaeological deposits.
Two unlisted historic farmsteads within site
boundary: Coton Hall and Coton Dairy.
Potential for these buildings to retain older
historic fabric.
18th/19th century field systems.

c) What is the proximity?

2a) What is significance of the
heritage asset?

Evaluation by the Environment Agency
(required due to presence of cropmarks) has
recovered evidence close to the site for late
prehistoric activity and also for a series of large
undated ditches, one prehistoric ditch and a
large burnt mound thought to date to the
Bronze Age. Iron Age/Roman cropmarks to
north of site.
Lies within the Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HECZ 10: Coton. The area has high
evidential and historical value, potentially high
aesthetic value and medium communal value.
The overall significance is high. The area
comprises historic farmsteads and field
systems and the EUS shows the site as
“18th/19th century planned enclosure”.
Grade II listed structure: Hopwas Bridge
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Potential for national, regional or locally
important archaeology, but not yet assessed.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance? Please explain.

3) Are there mitigation measures
that could overcome the
impact/harm?
a) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

The EUS has identified HECZ10 as particularly
sensitive to change. High overall significance
means that the historic environment is
sensitive to change and significance could be
harmed by inappropriate development.
Construction of new foundations could result in
loss or fragmentation of surviving
archaeological remains, non-designated
farmsteads and field systems.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □
Development should reflect the existing historic
character of the adjacent farmsteads and wider
landscape in order to strengthen local
distinctiveness and respect the local
vernacular in terms of scale, layout, design,
scale and materials.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.
Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6
to refer to the HIAs.

b) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.
YES

X

NO

□

b) If yes, explain further

Opportunity to find out more about
archaeology and archaeological potential in
the area through initial assessment and
subsequent evaluation.

b) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
High potential for archaeology will require a
desk based archaeological assessment to

5) What further work is required?
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identify potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.
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Site Ref 394,
528, 529

Site Name: Dunstall Lane

Housing (Sustainable Urban
Extension)

Historic farm
buildings

Grade II Listed
Bridges

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

X

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset? High potential for surviving below and above
ground archaeological remains in the vicinity of
Dunstall Farm.
Grade II listed canal bridges and non-designated
Birmingham and Fazeley Canal.
Non-designated assets including historic WWII
Pillboxes and Dunstall Farm farmstead.
Hopwas Conservation Area.
c) What is the proximity?

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?

Birmingham and Fazeley Canal forms southern
site boundary. Grade II listed Dunstall Bridge and
Dunstall Farm Bridge on the Canal.
Non-designated historic farmstead on-site.
Potential on-site archaeological remains.
Lies within Tamworth Extensive Urban Survey
HECZ 9: Tame Valley. In terms of significance
the area has high evidential and aesthetic and
medium historical and communal value. The
overall significance is high. EUS shows the
northern part of the site as “miscellaneous
floodplain fields”, and the south as a mixture of
“post 1880’s reorganised fields” and “early small
rectilinear field”s. The site does not contain any
known assets but the HUCA is dominated by
historic water meadows and there are several
legible heritage assets including WWII pill boxes.
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There is high potential for below ground
archaeological remains to survive and possible
18th/19th century water meadow features such as
sluices and drains.
Dunstall Bridge and Dunstall Farm Bridge lie
outside the site on the Birmingham and Fazeley
Canal. Both are Grade II and were constructed in
1787 to serve the Fradley to Fazeley Branch of
the Birmingham and Fazeley Canal which
opened in 1788. This section of the canal has an
open rural setting, with the exception of the large
warehouse development which backs onto the
canal just to the east of the development site.
Dunstall Farm and its associated brick out
buildings are an attractive group of rural farm
buildings but are not statutorily or locally listed.
Hopwas Conservation Area is located in Lichfield
District approximately 500m from the site. The
conservation area character appraisal and
management plan defines its significance which
is due to ancient origins, strategic location and
setting, preservation of historic buildings that
reflect the Staffordshire vernacular, relation to the
Canal and its degree of preservation as a
Staffordshire rural village. It surrounded by open
countryside.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact
on the significance?

High evidential and aesthetic value, proximity to
legible assets of the Canal and listed bridges and
a rural setting means that the surroundings are
sensitive to change. It is likely that “suburban”
development will impact on the currently open
character of the canal and water meadows.
Dunstall Farm and brick outbuildings are not
statutorily or locally listed and therefore
vulnerable.
Development would involve construction of new
foundations which could result in destruction of
field patterns and potential water meadows.

3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?

Although 500m from Hopwas Conservation Area,
there is potential for impact on its setting through
urban encroachment.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □

b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

In order to reduce the urban edge effect on the
canal and water meadows, particular attention
should be paid to the treatment of the site
boundary with the canal and floodplain. This
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could be achieved through sensitive layout,
design, scale, materials and landscaping. The
hedgerow between the site and canal towpath
could be retained in part with selective openings
to enable views out of the site and make the
most of the setting. Dunstall Farm and brick
outbuildings should be retained and
sympathetically restored as part of the
development for residential or commercial use.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the potential.
It may be necessary to undertake fieldwork to
fully understand the resource. Where
development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.
Paragraphs 5.8 and Policy HG2 reference the
Hopwas Conservation Area in relation to this site.
HG2 also refers to the Canal and listed bridges
and has been amended to reference mitigating
the urban edge effect, retention and restoration
of the Dunstall Farm historic buildings and the
need for an archaeological desk based
assessment. Policy EN6 has been amended to
refer to the HIAs.
c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.

b) If yes, explain further

Dunstall Farm farmhouse and historic brick barns
should be retained as part of the development
and restored and enhanced for positive re-use. It
is recommended that the group is considered for
local listing in the forthcoming local list review.

YES

X

NO

□

Open space related to the development located
to the north of the site to coincide with flood zone
3B. Conserve water meadows, may be the
potential for interpretation of this historic feature.
Pill boxes along River Tame also present
opportunity for interpretation in connection with
riverside walks.
Development should make the most of the Canal
and semi-rural setting as unique features of this
development. Open up the southern site
boundary by lowering hedgerow. Potential for on-
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site interpretation of Canal history.
Opportunity to find out more about archaeology
and archaeological potential in the area through
initial assessment and subsequent evaluation.
c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?

5) What further work is
required?

Policy HG2 has been amended to refer to
selective opening up of the hedgerow bounding
the canal towpath. Policy EN6 requires the
enhancement of heritage assets and makes
reference to addressing issues in the Heritage
Impact Assessments.
Consider Dunstall Farm farmhouse and historic
brick barns for local listing as part of review.
High potential for archaeology will require a desk
based archaeological assessment to identify
potential for archaeology and inform discussions
about the scope and scale of any preservation
and mitigation. Where development may result in
the loss of heritage assets, archaeological
assessment and/or mitigation may be required to
record and advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on and
off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6.
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Site Ref 399

Site Name: Coton’s Van
Hire & Millfield House,
Lichfield Road

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

Housing

X

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Non designated assets outside the site: WWII
pillboxes.

c) What is the proximity?

A number of the pillboxes are within 500m of
the site. Watermeadow is within 20m.
Double ditch enclose is within 600m of the site.
Lies partly within Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HUCA 11: Lichfield Road Industrial
Estates and HECZ 9: Tame Valley. In terms of
significance HUCA 11 has medium evidential
and low historical, aesthetic and communal
values and its overall significance is
low/medium. HECZ 9 is of higher significance.
It has high evidential and aesthetic and
medium historical and communal value and its
overall significance is high.

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?

EUS shows the western part of the site as
“miscellaneous floodplain fields”. HECZ 9 is
dominated by historic water meadows. There is
high potential for below ground archaeological
remains to survive and possible 18th/19th
century water meadow features such as
sluices and drains. The eastern pat of the site
is shown as “large scale commercial or
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industrial sites”. There are no known assets in
the immediate vicinity of the site, but there are
several legible heritage assets including WWII
pill boxes within the floodplain, possible water
meadows and a double ditch enclosure within
the Lichfield Road Industrial Estate.
Lower potential in HUCA 11 but potential for
below ground archaeology to survive in
particular parts of the HUCA but not currently
known.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance? Please explain.

3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

It is unlikely that the pillboxes and double ditch
enclosure or their setting will be affected by
development due to distance, buildings, roads,
river and floodplain.
Development would involve construction of
new foundations which could result in
destruction of field patterns and potential water
meadows.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.
Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6
to refer to the HIAs.

c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.

b) If yes, explain further

Opportunity to find out more about
archaeology and archaeological potential in
the area through initial assessment and
subsequent evaluation.

c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.

YES
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X

NO

□

5) What further work is required?

Potential for archaeology will require a desk
based archaeological assessment to identify
potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6.
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Site Ref 406

Site Name: Land north of
Coton Lane

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

X

Housing

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Cropmarks and mounded site of former
windmill.
Iron Age/Roman archaeology survives in the
wider landscape but low potential within site
boundary.

c) What is the proximity?

Former windmill mound 300m to east of site.
To the east are areas of ridge and furrow –
remnants of medieval ploughing activity
To the west are complexes of cropmarks which
could date to the late prehistoric period.
Lies within the Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HECZ 11: Coton Green. In terms of
significance the area has low evidential,
historical, aesthetic and communal value. The
EUS shows the site as “post war amalgamated
fields”.

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?

Field system forms part of a much larger area
which lies to the north in Lichfield District.
Former field boundaries visible as cropmarks.
Potential for archaeology but not yet assessed.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance? Please explain.

Development would involve construction of
new foundations which could result in loss or
fragmentation of surviving archaeological
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3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

remains.
None required
Mitigation possible
No mitigation possible

□
X
□

Low overall significance means that there are
limited known or legible assets that could be
impacted. However, the extent of
archaeological deposits is currently unknown,
so in terms of mitigating impact on below
ground archaeology, there will be a
requirement for a desk based assessment to
assess the potential. It may be necessary to
undertake fieldwork to fully understand the
resource. Where development may result in
the loss of archaeology, recording will be
required by an appropriate professional.
Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6
to refer to the HIAs.

c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.

c) If yes, explain further

Opportunity to find out more about
archaeology and archaeological potential in
the area through initial assessment and
subsequent evaluation.

c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
Potential for archaeology will require a desk
based archaeological assessment to identify
potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to

5) What further work is required?

YES
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X

NO

□

demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6.
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Site Ref 488

Site Name: Staffs County
Council Care Home, New
Road

Housing

former
school
buildings

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

X

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Conservation area, listed buildings.
Locally listed buildings.
Potential for archaeology.

c) What is the proximity?

Within 200m of Wilnecote Conservation Area
which is focused on the Holy Trinity Church and
early settlement along Watling Street to the
north.

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?

Two Grade II listed buildings on Hockley Road,
Manor Farmhouse is 100m away, the Manor
House is opposite the site entrance. There is
the potential for a number of historic buildings
to retain evidence for earlier buildings within
their structures.
Lies within the Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HUCA 32: Watling Street and
Wilnecote. In terms of significance the area has
high evidential, aesthetic, historical and low
communal value. The overall significance is
high. The HUCA incorporates the historic
settlement of Wilnecote and the whole
conservation area and is centred on the Watling
Street Roman road. The EUS shows the
western part of the site as “education facility”
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and the eastern part as “workers cottages”. No
known assets on-site.
Wilnecote developed along the course of
Watling Street, a major commercial
thoroughfare. Wilnecote remained a small
village until the 19th century when it started to
grow in association with the minerals industry.
The Conservation Area was designated in 1999
(boundary amended in 2008) and is based
around the Holy Trinity Church, Glastcote Lane
and Watling Street. It contains a number of
statutorily and locally listed buildings including
the Holy Trinity Church, Queen’s Head Public
House, Globe Public House, Wilnecote Hall,
Congregational Chapel and Holy Trinity Sunday
School.
The village expanded to the south with houses
and schools, the latter encompassing site 488.
This area is not included in the conservation
area and the appraisal noted that whilst there
are some buildings of historic and architectural
merit on Hockley Road, the area’s overall
historic character is now very fragmented,
significantly disrupted by later 20th century
residential development and should therefore
remain outside the conservation area.
No known assets on-site; the closest
designated assets to the site are Manor
Farmhouse and the Manor House. Manor
Farmhouse on Hockley Road has early origins,
dating from the 17th century with 18th, 19th and
20th century alterations and additions. The
timber frame is mostly 17th century, fairly intact
and exposed internally. The Manor House is a
large three storey early 18th century with early
19th century alterations and additions. The front
elevation is relatively intact and it sits in an
elevated position behind a brick wall and gate.
The rear is more altered. Site 488’s entrance on
Hockley Road is opposite the Manor House.
The brick walls fronting the eastern side of
Hockley Road in the vicinity of the site entrance
are probably contemporary with the houses
which were built along New Road in the 19th
century. They are not designated.
The EUS identifies potential for below ground
archaeological deposits relating to the Watling
Street Roman road and medieval and later
settlement of Wilnecote. Limited archaeological
work has been undertaken to date so the
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resource is as yet unknown but there is
potential for national, regional or locally
important archaeology.
Former school buildings on-site are nondesignated heritage assets which have played
a part in the historical development of
Wilnecote. They potentially face demolition
through development.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact
on the significance? Please
explain.

Site is remote from Wilnecote Conservation
Area and designated and non-designated
assets within the conservation area, with roads,
other buildings and playing fields separating
them. Providing design and scale respects
views out of conservation area, should not
impact on setting of this or the assets. Manor
Farmhouse is also sufficient distance away not
to be impacted by the development. However,
the site entrance is close to the Manor House
and development could impact on its setting.

3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?

Development would involve construction of new
foundations which could result in loss or
fragmentation of surviving archaeological
remains.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □

b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

If former school buildings are of sufficient merit
they may offer potential for conversion. Local
listing could be investigated through any
forthcoming local list reviews,.
In terms of mitigating impact on the character
and setting of the Manor House, development
on New Road should be set back from Hockley
Road and the existing brick wall retained.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.

c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an

Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6 to
refer to the HIAs.
Not applicable.
YES
X
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NO

□

asset or better reveal its
significance?
b) If yes, explain further

c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?
5) What further work is
required?

Opportunity to find out more about archaeology
and archaeological potential in the area through
initial assessment and subsequent evaluation.
Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
Investigate potential for local listing of former
school buildings.
High potential for archaeology will require a
desk based archaeological assessment to
identify potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their significance.
Archaeological assessment to accompany or
be incorporated into a Heritage Statement
submitted with the planning application to
identify the significance of on and off-site
assets that may be affected and to assess the
impact of development upon them and their
settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.
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Site Ref 504

Site Name: Treetops
Garage, Dosthill

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

Housing

X

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Conservation area and listed building.
Potential for archaeology

c) What is the proximity?

Grade II listed Dosthill Hall is 500m away.
Dosthill Conservation Area is just over 500m
away.
Lies within the Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HUCA 36: Mount Pleasant and Dosthill.
In terms of significance the area has medium

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?
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historical and aesthetic value and low
evidential and communal value. The overall
significance is low/medium. No known assets
on-site although there are some legible
heritage assets in the HUCA but they are not
predominant or have already been changed by
20th or 21st century development. The EUS
shows the site as “suburb”, a character that
applies to the majority of the HUCA.
Site 504 is also directly adjacent to HUCA 37:
Dostshill, which has high evidential, historic
and aesthetic value but low communal value.
The overall significance is high. The original
settlement of Dosthill dates to the medieval
period but most of the character has been lost
through 20th century development. The high
significance is almost exclusively associated
with the surviving historic character at Dosthill
Conservation Area which was designated in
1985 and reviewed in 1997 (boundary
amended in 2008). It occupies a small area
with its focus on the Grade II St Paul’s Church,
Grade II* Normal Chapel and the Church Farm
complex, which contains a number of Grade II
listed buildings. It has a long history of
settlement, as evidenced by the surviving 12th
century chapel and the Cruck Barn which
dates from the 15th/16th century and is a rare
survivor. The 2008 boundary review resulted in
the contraction of the boundary which
excluded more modern development and open
ground in order to preserve the essential
historic character.
Dosthill Hall is a Grade II listed three storey
18th century house with attached pavilions and
outbuildings. It was set in substantial grounds
including park and woodland which have since
been sold and no longer form part of the
estate. Largely intact externally, it has been
much changed internally when it was
converted to apartments in the early 21st
century. The Hall has historic associations with
the local industrialist Tolson family and Sir
Robert Peel.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance? Please explain.

Unlikely to impact on Dosthill Hall and Dosthill
Conservation Area due to distance, landscape,
topography and other physical/visual barriers.
Development would involve construction of
new foundations which could result in loss or
fragmentation of surviving archaeological
remains.
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3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

None required
Mitigation possible
No mitigation possible

□
X
□

No legible above ground heritage assets to
protect. Development is highly unlikely to
impact on listed buildings or the Dosthill
Conservation Area.
Extent of archaeological deposits is currently
unknown. Local plan to refer to need for a
heritage statement and archaeological desk
based assessment to assess the potential.
Where development may result in the loss of
below ground archaeological deposits,
evaluation and/or mitigation may be required to
record and advance the understanding of their
significance. Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and
Policy EN6 to refer to the HIAs.
YES
X
NO
□

b) If yes, explain further

Opportunity to find out more about
archaeology and archaeological potential in
the area through initial assessment and
subsequent evaluation. This will improve the
understanding of the resource in this location.

c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
Potential for archaeology will require a desk
based archaeological assessment to identify
potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.

5) What further work is required?
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Site Ref 507/
508/509

Site Name: Magistrates
Court, Police Station, Club
and Youth Centre, Spinning
School Lane

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

X

Housing

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Scheduled Monument relating to Tamworth’s
Saxon defensive circuit.
Tamworth Town Centre and Victoria
Road/Albert Road Conservation Areas
Locally Listed Buildings: 54, 54A, 57-62, 64
and 12 Albert Road and The Globe, Lower
Gungate.
High potential for Archaeology.
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c) What is the proximity?

2a) What is the significance of the
asset?

Within the site of a Scheduled Monument
Part of the site is within the Victoria
Road/Albert Road Conservation Area and the
rest is outside of but adjacent to both the
Town Centre Conservation Area and the
Victoria Road/Albert Road Conservation
Area.
Immediately adjacent to locally listed
buildings (57-62 Albert Road, 64 Albert Road
and The Globe) and is close to locally listed
buildings 54 and 54A Albert Road (only
separated from the site by 55 Albert Road)
and 12 Albert Road opposite.
The site lies within the Tamworth Extensive
Urban Survey HUCA 4: Lower Gungate and
Spinning School Lane. In terms of
significance the area has high evidential and
medium historical, aesthetic and communal
value. The overall significance is
high/medium. Above ground HUCA4 has lost
much of the medieval and post medieval
historic character but there remains a high
potential for further sections of the defences
and other below ground archaeological
remains to survive. Previous archaeological
work has found parts of the town defences
within and in the vicinity of the development
site, part of which is designated as a
Scheduled Monument. The EUS shows the
site as “other non-residential development”.
The Town Centre Conservation Area was
designated in 1976 and originally included
the area now covered by the Victoria
Road/Albert Road Conservation Area which
was designated separately in 1994. The
boundaries of both conservation areas were
amended in 2008.
The development site is highly visible, having
frontages onto Albert Road and Spinning
School Lane. It has no visual or historic
interest above ground, comprising 20th
century development that bears no relation to
the small scale historic buildings elsewhere in
the conservation areas. Historically the
section of Albert Road within the
development site was never built up as a
continuous frontage as it was a timber yard.
The conservation area appraisal refers to the
loss of character along Spinning School Lane
and loss of historic buildings along Marmion
Street. The Victoria Road/Albert Road
Conservation Area appraisal notes that the
character of Albert Road is no longer that of a
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quiet residential street as it is now a busy
through route and many of the buildings are
now commercial.
b) Will the proposed development
have any impact on the
significance?

3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome the
impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain further including
how mitigation could be achieved
through the Local Plan

Above ground, the majority of the HUCA
relates to late 20th century development and
although development of this site will have an
impact on the character and setting of two
conservation areas and adjacent locally listed
buildings. The existing buildings on site are
wholly without merit and development offers
the opportunity to create a development that
makes a positive contribution to its
surrounding and heritage assets.
Although the site has already been
considerably disturbed below ground, the
evidential value is high, which means that
there is potential for further archaeology to
survive. This could be lost or fragmented by
the construction of new foundations.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □
Highly visible site within the town centre
makes it essential that development reflects
or complements the best parts of the wider
townscape in order to ensure that it positively
enhances the town, conservation areas and
locally listed buildings. Although the street
frontage was not historically built up, this
principle could be applied to strengthen the
historic street pattern. Recommend reference
to the terraced streets of Albert Road and the
nearby Guy’s Almshouses. Ensure
relationship with Gungate redevelopment is
taken into account.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.
Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6
to refer to the HIAs.

c) If mitigation is not possible, are
there public benefits that justify
the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities for

Not applicable.
YES
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X

NO

□

development to enhance an asset
or better reveal its significance?
b) If yes, explain further
Existing development does not enhance the
conservation areas and the opportunity exists
to enhance character and appearance,
through high quality design, scale and
materials of new development. Potential for
public realm enhancements and to
incorporate linkages to the railway station.
Opportunity to find out more about
archaeology and archaeological potential in
the area through assessment and evaluation.
This could lead to on-site interpretation of the
Anglo-Saxon and medieval development.
c) Can the Local Plan be amended
to achieve the enhancements?
5) What further work is required?

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
Even though the ground has been disturbed
in the past and historic recording has already
taken place, the potential for archaeology will
require a desk based archaeological
assessment to identify potential for
archaeology and inform discussions about
the scope and scale of any preservation and
mitigation. Where development may result in
the loss of heritage assets, archaeological
assessment and/or mitigation may be
required to record and advance the
understanding of their significance.
Archaeological assessment to accompany or
be incorporated into a Heritage Statement
submitted with the planning application to
identify the significance of on and off-site
assets that may be affected and to assess
the impact of development upon them and
their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.
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Site Ref 550

Site Name: Solway Close

Housing

Historic
Landscape
Park
(Unregistered)

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

X

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Listed building, historic unregistered landscape
park.
Potential above and below ground archaeology
in addition to ridge and furrow earthworks,
remnants of open field agricultural system.

c) What is the proximity?

Grade II Wigginton Lodge is adjacent to the site
boundary and within Wigginton Park.
Lies within the Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HUCA 10: Wigginton Park. In terms of
significance the area has high evidential and
medium historical, aesthetic and communal
value. The overall significance is high. The EUS
identifies a number of undesignated heritage
assets including areas of ridge and furrow,
planting elements associated with the
landscape park and possible man-made
mounds. The EUS shows the site as “parks and
gardens”.

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?

Wigginton Lodge is Grade II listed and is set in
the unregistered Wigginton Park. The Lodge
was built as a country house in the early 19th
century and its landscape park is likely to be of
a similar period. In keeping with its history, a
feature of significance of the Lodge is its setting
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and relative isolation within the Park. Mature
landscaping within and surrounding the Park
has helped to preserve this setting.
The Lodge is partly leased to Tamworth Rugby
Club, but a large part is vacant and although
the Heritage at Risk study does not class it as
vulnerable or at risk, it is suffering from lack of
maintenance. The former plant nursery to the
east of the Loge is now vacant and forms site
550.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact
on the significance? Please
explain.

3) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
a) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

The high overall significance of the HUCA and
the relative isolation and parkland location of
the Lodge means that its character and setting
is sensitive to change and harm will be caused
by inappropriate development. A standard
house type would be inappropriate in this
location. Without careful design it could lead to
the inappropriate and damaging urbanisation of
the Lodge and the parkland setting.
Although the site has previously been
developed this was not intensive and housing
development would involve construction of new
foundations which could result in loss or
fragmentation of surviving archaeological
remains.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □
Proximity to listed building within the
development site requires very carefully
considered mitigation through sensitive layout,
design, scale, materials and landscaping to
minimise any impact on the significance of the
heritage assets. Conventional housing types
would not be appropriate in this location, new
housing should be located as far away from the
Lodge as possible and be subservient to the
listed building. Design and layout could be in
the form of a courtyard that reflects outbuildings
that would be contemporary with the Lodge.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.
Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6 to
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refer to the HIAs.
b) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.

b) If yes, explain further

Site 550 has been vacant for some years, it
contains remnants of concrete greenhouse
bases and buildings and is overgrown. It does
not provide an attractive setting for the listed
Lodge. Sensitive development presents the
opportunity to enhance the setting of the Lodge.
Parts of the Lodge are in poor condition and
there are some unsympathetic extensions and
alterations. Development may offer the
potential to enhance the listed building.
Potential for development to contribute towards
conservation and enhancement of ridge and
furrow and associated earthworks and to
enhance visitor experience through on-site
interpretation of heritage assets.

c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
High potential for archaeology will require a
desk based archaeological assessment to
identify potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their significance.
Archaeological assessment to accompany or
be incorporated into a Heritage Statement
submitted with the planning application to
identify the significance of on and off-site
assets that may be affected and to assess the
impact of development upon them and their
settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.

5) What further work is
required?

YES
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X

NO

□

Site Ref 591/593

Site Name: Co-op Filling
Station and land west of
Co-op Filling Station

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

X

Housing

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Conservation Area, two Scheduled
Monuments: Saxon Defences and Tamworth
Castle
Grade II Listed Building: Lady Bridge,
Holloway Lodge.
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Locally Listed Buildings: Open Air Baths, and
The Pavillion in the Castle Grounds.
Non-designated assets: WWII pillbox.
Potential for previously unknown
archaeological remains associated with late
prehistoric exploitation of the river valley.
c) What is the proximity?

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?

Site is immediately adjacent to the Town
Centre Conservation Area.
Scheduled monuments within 300m of the site.
Grade II Listed Building is within 220m of the
site.
Locally listed buildings within 300m of the site.
Lies within Tamworth Extensive Urban Survey
HECZ 9: Tame Valley. In terms of significance
the area has high evidential and aesthetic and
medium historical and communal value. The
overall significance is high. The EUS is
dominated by historic water meadows and
there are several legible heritage assets
including WWII pill boxes. No known assets
on-site although there is high potential for
below ground archaeological remains to
survive and possible 18th/19th century water
meadow features such as sluices and drains.
The EUS shows the site as “miscellaneous
floodplain fields”.
The site’s proximity to Tamworth Castle and
Grounds means it is important to also consider
HUCA 1: Tamworth Castle and HUCA 21:
Castle Pleasure Grounds and Tame Valley.
HUCA 1 has high evidential, historic, aesthetic
and communal values and is very important in
the history and historic character of Tamworth.
It contains a high number of designated assets
(19 listed buildings), most notably the Grade
I/Scheduled Monument of Tamworth Castle
and four locally listed buildings. There is a high
potential for below ground archaeology. The
Castle dominates the HUCA and view into the
town from the south.
The character of the 19th century municipal
park is also significant to the local character
and provides an important community space. It
is contained within HUCA 21 which has high
communal and medium evidential, historical
and aesthetic value. The area is dominated by
green and blue infrastructure. The northern
part which lies within the Castle Grounds
contains two locally listed buildings and
contributes to the history and local character of
Tamworth.
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The Town Centre Conservation Area was
designated in 1976 and was subject to
boundary amendments in 1994 and 2008. The
character appraisal notes that its character
ranges from that of intimate historic market
streets lined with domestically scaled 18th
century buildings to busy thoroughfares
containing grander houses. The town centre
has changed through the demolition of many
historic building and replacement with 20th
century buildings but still retains its compact
nature and street pattern. The prevailing
architectural style is 18th century although
earlier elements survive within many buildings.
The listed Lady Bridge is adjacent to the site
and contributes significantly to the setting of
the Castle. The conservation area appraisal
notes that Lady Meadow to the west of the
Bridge has a semi-rural feel. There are long
distance views across the floodplain from the
Bridge, which take in the WWII pillbox.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance? Please explain.

High evidential and aesthetic values and
proximity to Lady Bridge and Tamworth Castle
means that the historic surroundings are very
sensitive to change. Development of this site
will have a direct impact on the character and
setting of listed buildings and the Town Centre
Conservation Area. In particular, development
in the northern part of the site would extend
into the water meadows and impact on the
setting of the Lady Bridge and Castle by
introducing urban development into the semirural setting. This may also impact on views
from the Bridge and Castle.
Construction of new foundations which could
result in loss or fragmentation of surviving
archaeological remains.

3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

The setting of locally listed buildings is unlikely
to be affected due to the distance between
them and the site and the topography and
landscaping between them.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □
Proximity to listed buildings, scheduled
monument and conservation area requires
very careful mitigation through sensitive layout,
design, scale, materials and landscaping to
minimise impact on the character and setting
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of the heritage assets. Concern about impact
on the setting of the Castle and Lady Bridge
and views from the Castle across the meadow
through development of the water meadow will
require specific mitigation to minimise the
urban edge effect.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.
Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and Policy EN6
to refer to the HIAs.
c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.

b) If yes, explain further

Opportunity to understand archaeology and
archaeological potential in the area through
initial assessment and subsequent evaluation.
Potential for interpretation of nearby
designated assets.

b) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
High potential for archaeology will require a
desk based archaeological assessment to
identify potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.

5) What further work is required?

YES
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X

NO

□

Site Ref 602, 679,
680

Site Name: Tamworth Golf
Course

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

X

Housing (Sustainable Urban
Extension)

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Scheduled monuments.
Listed and non-designated buildings/
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structures.
Conservation areas.
On-site archaeology related to industrial past
and previously unknown archaeological
remains.
c) What is the proximity?

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?

On-site archaeology
Scheduled monument approximately 800m
away.
Statutorily and locally listed buildings within
conservation area approximately 370m away.
Coventry Canal abuts northern site boundary,
three listed canal bridges between 390m-980m
away.
Lies within the Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HECZ 2: Alvecote Pool SSSI and Golf
Course. In terms of significance the area has
medium historical and communal value and
low evidential and aesthetic value. The overall
significance is low/medium. The EUS shows
the site as “other parkland”.
There are no designated assets on-site and
EUS identifies low potential for below ground
archaeological deposits to survive due to 20th
century interventions and creation of the golf
course. On-site archaeology is related to
industrial past: Amington Colliery mining shafts
buildings, spoil heaps; remains of Lodge Farm,
Amington brick and tile works, Tamworth brick
works, alignment of Amington and Glascote
Colliery Railway.
The Coventry Canal, which was opened in
1789, runs along the northern site boundary.
The character of the canal through Amington is
open and rural and the golf course currently
presents an undeveloped boundary. There are
a number of listed canal bridges along the
Amington section.
The Amington Green Conservation Area is the
smallest conservation area in Tamworth and
was designated in 1985. It is centred on the
Grade II listed St Editha’s Church and The
Green. Originally a rural hamlet it has retained
some of its distinctive village and green leafy
character. Despite its size it contains a high
proportion of statutorily and locally listed
buildings.
Alvecote Priory and Dovecote are Grade II
listed and also a Scheduled Monument are oth
in North Warwickshire.
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b) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance?

It is likely that “suburban” development will
impact on the setting of the canal and listed
bridges by impacting on the currently open
character of the canal.
Development would involve construction of
new foundations which could result in loss or
fragmentation of surviving archaeological
remains.

3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

Unlikely to impact on assets in Amington and
Alvecote due to landscaping, topography and
other physical/visual barriers.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □
In order to reduce the urban edge effect on the
canal, particular attention should be paid to the
treatment of the northern site boundary.
Sensitive layout, design, scale, materials and
landscaping of development are needed to
ensure no adverse impact on character and
setting of the canal and listed bridges.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.
Policy HG2 refers to the Canal and has been
amended to reference the need to reduce the
urban edge effect and sensitive design to
reduce impact on the canal and listed bridges.
It also requires an archaeological desk based
assessment. Policy EN6 has been amended to
refer to the HIAs.

c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.

b) If yes, explain further

Opportunity to find out more about
archaeology and archaeological potential in
the area through initial assessment and
subsequent evaluation, which could be
interpreted on-site.

YES
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X

NO

□

c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements
5) What further work is required?

Policy HG2 refers to Canal setting and the
need for sensitive design. Policy EN6 requires
the enhancement of heritage assets and
makes reference to addressing issues in the
Heritage Impact Assessments.
Potential for archaeology will require a desk
based archaeological assessment to identify
potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6.
Masterplan to help deliver an integrated and
well designed development that minimises
impact on setting of Canal, listed off-site assets
and archaeological remains.
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Site Ref 651

Site Name: Anker Valley

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

X

Housing (Sustainable Urban
Extension)

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Conservation areas, listed buildings,
scheduled monuments.
Ridge and furrow cropmarks
Increased potential for late archaeological
evidence of late prehistoric settlement, burial
and field systems close to river channels

c) What is the proximity?

Within 200m of Tamworth Town Centre
Hospital Street and Victoria Road/Albert Road
Conservation Areas, which contain statutorily
and locally listed assets and Scheduled
Monuments.
700m from Amington Hall Estate Conservation
Area
500m from Spital Chapel of St James
700m from Grade II Arkall Farm
Over 1km from in 500m of Grade II* Amington
Hall and Grade II Amington Old Hall
Lies within the Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HECZ 1: Ashlands and Amington Hall.
In terms of significance the area has high
evidential, aesthetic and historical value. The
overall significance is high. The area contains
legible and buried archaeological remains
dating from the medieval period onwards.
Historic buildings may conceal evidence of

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?
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earlier origins. High potential for below ground
remains to survive. Well preserved historic
landscape character.
The heritage assets most likely to be affected
by development on this site are the Amington
Hall Estate Conservation Area and the assets
contained within it. The conservation area was
designated in 1998 and is unique in Tamworth
as the only rural conservation area. It covers a
substantial area and is focussed on the Grade
II* listed Amington Hall, Grade II listed
Amington Old Hall (also known as Amington
Hall Farm) and the surrounding 19th century
parkland. The boundary is based on the 1927
estate boundary which also includes the site of
the deserted medieval village of Amington and
associated ridge and furrow. It is characterised
by its openness and distant views to Tamworth
and beyond.
The Town Centre Conservation Area was
designated in 1976 and was subject to
boundary changes in 1994 and 2008. The area
is of significant historic significance and the
EUS states that the areas exhibiting the
greatest heritage significance in terms of the
legible and archaeological heritage assets are
largely associated with the town centre.
The Victoria Road/Albert Road Conservation
Area was designated as a conservation area in
its own right in 1994. It is based on the two
former residential roads which were built in the
19th century as a link between the new railway
and the town centre. They are characterised
by fairly continuous 19th century streetscapes
although they now have distinctively different
characters.
The Hospital Street Conservation Area was
designated in 1990 and is based on an area of
former orchards, which began to be developed
in the late 19th century with the hospital after
which the street is named, the school and
terraced housing. The general character is of a
small and quiet residential enclave, focused on
the school.
The Grade II* listed Spital Chapel of St. James
is an ancient chapel dating from the mid to late
12th century and as such is a rare survivor. It
would have stood in relative isolation in the
medieval is now completely surrounded by
early suburban development. It makes an
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important contribution to the understanding of
Tamworth’s history.
Arkall Farm is Grade II listed and dates from
1777 and takes the form of a Georgian
farmhouse. It is located to the north of Ashby
Road in Lichfield District and is no longer used
as a farmhouse, the barns having been
converted as separate residential units.
b) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance?

3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

The EUS has identified HECZ1 as particularly
sensitive to change. High evidential, historical
and aesthetic values and hitherto rural setting
mean that suburban development has the
potential to harm the setting of the Amington
Hall Conservation Area. Views from the
Conservation Area into the site would be
limited due to topography.
Although parts of the site are relatively close to
the Town Centre, Hospital Street and Victoria
Road/Albert Road Conservation Areas, the
Spital Chapel of St. James and Arkall Farm,
development of site 651 is highly unlikely to
impact on these assets due to landscaping,
topography and other physical/visual barriers.
It is also unlikely to impact on the setting of
Amington Hall and Amington Old Hall due to
distance, topography and mature landscaping.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □
In order to reduce the urban edge effect on the
rural setting and any impact on the Amington
Hall Conservation Area it is important to
provide an appropriate buffer zone. The
eastern extent of the site should be reserved
for landscaping, low intensity recreational uses
and buffering along the southern boundary.
The fabric and legibility of historic landscape
character should be conserved and the
development designed to enhance the local
distinctiveness and respect local vernacular.
Paragraphs 5.8 references this site and the
need for appropriate enhancement or
landscaping treatment in relation to the
conservation area. Policy HG2 Sustainable
Urban Extensions also refers to the need to
minimise visual impact, conserve the fabric
and legibility of the historic landscape, local
vernacular and buffering along the eastern
boundary. Amend paragraphs 5.5, 6.43 and
Policy EN6 Protecting the Historic Environment
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to refer to the HIAs.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.
c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its
significance?

Not applicable.

b) If yes, explain further

Opportunity to find out more about
archaeology and archaeological potential in
the area through initial assessment and
subsequent evaluation.

YES

X

NO

□

Unlikely to be able to enhance the setting of
the Amington Hall Estate Conservation Area.
c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?
5) What further work is required?

Policy EN6 requires the enhancement of
heritage assets and makes reference to
addressing issues in the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
Masterplan to help deliver an integrated and
well designed development that minimises
impact on setting of Conservation Area.
High potential for archaeology will require a
desk based archaeological assessment to
identify potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6 in terms of the historic character.
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Site Ref EMP1

Site Name: Land south of
A5, Bitterscote South

1a) Is the site in proximity to
heritage assets?

YES

Employment

X

NO

□

If yes,
b) What type of heritage asset?

Potential for below ground archaeology.
Cropmarks.
Non-designated asset: Birmingham and Fazley
Canal.
Conservation Area

c) What is the proximity?

Site is adjacent to the Fazeley and Bonehill
Conservation Area (in Lichfield District).
Birmingham and Fazley Canal forms western
site boundary.
On-site crop marks.
Lies within the Tamworth Extensive Urban
Survey HECZ 8: East of Bonehill Bridge. It has
medium evidential and communal value and
low historical and aesthetic value. The overall
significance is low/medium. The EUS shows
the site as “post war amalgamated fields”
which contain cropmarks of unknown date. No
known assets on site although there is
potential for below ground archaeological
deposits in vicinity of the cropmarks.

2a) What is the significance of
the asset?

The Fazeley and Bonehill Conservation Area is
located in Lichfield District. It represents the
amalgamation of two separate conservation
areas, which were both designated in the
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early-mid 1990’s. The Birmingham and
Fazeley Canal forms the eastern boundary of
the conservation area in its northern part. The
conservation area appraisal and management
plan defines its significance, which is due to
the remarkably intact early industrial
community, positioning at an important canal
junction, waterways and pools, association
with the Peel family and link to the area’s
agricultural past. The Fradley to Fazeley
Branch of the Birmingham and Fazeley Canal
opened in 1788. The area to the west of the
canal is semi-rural comprising open fields and
views to Bonehill. The appraisal and
management plan notes that Bonehill has a
rural feel.
a) Will the proposed
development have any impact on
the significance?

3a) Are there mitigation
measures that could overcome
the impact/harm?
b) If yes, explain further
including how mitigation could
be achieved through the Local
Plan

Proximity to the Canal and Fazeley and
Bonehill Conservation Area means that
employment development will have a direct
impact on their setting and the currently open
character of the canal.
Development which would involve construction
of new foundations could result in loss or
fragmentation of surviving archaeological
remains and crop marks.
None required
□
Mitigation possible
X
No mitigation possible □
In order to reduce the urban edge effect on the
canal and conservation area, particular
attention should be paid to the treatment of the
western site boundary, which should be
treated sensitively to retain openness and
views out across the fields. This could be
achieved through layout, design, scale,
materials and landscaping.
In terms of mitigating impact on below ground
archaeology, there will be a requirement for a
desk based assessment to assess the
potential. It may be necessary to undertake
fieldwork to fully understand the resource.
Where development may result in the loss of
archaeology, recording will be required by an
appropriate professional.

c) If mitigation is not possible,
are there public benefits that
justify the development?
4a) Are there any opportunities
for development to enhance an
asset or better reveal its

Not applicable.
YES
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X

NO

□

significance?
b) If yes, explain further

Development should make the most of the
canal as a unique feature of this development.
Potential for on-site interpretation of canal
history.
Opportunity to find out more about
archaeology and archaeological potential in
the area through initial assessment and
subsequent evaluation.

c) Can the Local Plan be
amended to achieve the
enhancements?
5) What further work is required?

Table 4.3 that accompanies EC6 Sustainable
Economic Growth refers to the need for
landscaping adjacent to the canal and
prevention or mitigation of light, noise or odour
nuisance to canal users.
Potential for archaeology will require a desk
based archaeological assessment to identify
potential for archaeology and inform
discussions about the scope and scale of any
preservation and mitigation. Where
development may result in the loss of heritage
assets, archaeological assessment and/or
mitigation may be required to record and
advance the understanding of their
significance. Archaeological assessment to
accompany or be incorporated into a Heritage
Statement submitted with the planning
application to identify the significance of on
and off-site assets that may be affected and to
assess the impact of development upon them
and their settings. The Statement will need to
demonstrate how development will deliver on
Policy EN6.
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APPENDIX B:
Heritage Impact Assessments for other allocated sites
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Site reference and name

Proposed
use

EUS HUCA reference
and heritage potential

341
Land south of St Peters
Close (Phase 2)

Housing

HUCA 36: Dosthill and
Mount Pleasant.
Overall significance
low/medium.
EUS shows site as
“industrial” and
surrounding area as
predominantly “suburb”.
No known assets on-site,
but there are three nondesignated monuments
to the east of the railway
line, the Site of
Tamworth Fields, Site of
Kettlebrook Farm and
Site of Hanburys Field
but neither these or their
settings are likely to be
affected by development
due to topography and
the presence of the
railway line between the
sites.
Potential for below
ground archaeology to
survive in particular parts
of the HUCA but not
currently known.
Intensive 20th century
development has
reduced the potential.

358
Whitley Avenue

Housing

HUCA 25: Glascote
Heath and Amington.
Overall significance
low/medium.
EUS shows site as
“playing fields”.
Surrounding area is
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How can any impact
on significance be
mitigated?
Amend paragraphs 5.5,
6.43 and Policy EN6 to
refer to the HIAs.
Policy EN6 requires the
enhancement of
heritage assets and
makes reference to
addressing issues in
the Heritage Impact
Assessments.
Local Plan to reference
need for a desk based
archaeological
assessment to identify
potential for
archaeology and inform
discussions about the
scope and scale of any
preservation and
mitigation. Where
development may
result in the loss of
heritage assets,
archaeological
assessment and/or
mitigation may be
required to record and
advance the
understanding of their
significance.
Archaeological
assessment may be
submitted with a
planning application or
required as a condition
of planning approval.
The assessment will
need to demonstrate
how development will
deliver on Policy EN6.
As above.

mainly “suburb” with
some “other parkland”
and “education”. There
are no known heritage
assets on or the vicinity
of the site.

462
Park Farm Road

Housing

Moderate historic and
archaeological interest in
HUCA mostly associated
with historic cores of
Bolehall and Glascote so
not close to this site.
Potential for below
ground archaeology to
survive in particular parts
of the HUCA but not
currently known.
HUCA 36: Dosthill and
Mount Pleasant.
Overall significance
low/medium.

As above.

EUS shows site as
“suburb” and surrounding
area as predominantly
“suburb”. There are no
known assets on site but
there are three nondesignated monuments
to the east of the railway
line, the Site of
Tamworth Fields, Site of
Kettlebrook Farm and
Site of Hanburys Field
but neither these or their
settings are likely to be
affected by development
due to topography and
the presence of the
railway line between the
sites.

496
Seaton Hire, south of
Wilnecote Lane

Housing

Potential for below
ground archaeology to
survive in particular parts
of the HUCA but not
currently known.
Intensive 20th century
development has
reduced the potential.
HUCA 36: Dosthill and
Mount Pleasant.
Overall significance
low/medium.

81

As above

EUS shows site as “other
parkland” and its
surroundings are a
mixture of “suburb”,
“workers cottages”,
“suburban
redevelopment or infill”
and “educational facility”.
There are no known
assets on-site but there
are a number of nondesignated assets ro the
east of the railway line:
Site of Kettlebrook Farm,
Site of Hanburys Farm
and Site of Tamworth
Fields. It is considered
that neither these or their
settings are likely to be
affected by development
due to topography and
the presence of the
railway line between the
sites.

521
Former Railway Goods
Yard, Wilnecote

Housing

Potential for below
ground archaeology to
survive in particular parts
of the HUCA but not
currently known.
Intensive 20th century
development has
reduced the potential.
HUCA 36: Dosthill and
Mount Pleasant.
Overall significance is
low/medium. EUS shows
the site as “suburb”; the
surroundings are a
mixture of “suburb”,
“educational facility” and
“industrial”. There are no
known heritage assets
on- site although there is
the potential for below
ground archaeology to
survive in particular parts
of the HUCA but not
currently known.
Intensive 20th century
development has
reduced the potential.
Site is adjacent to HUCA

82

As above

541
Land adjacent Tame
Valley Alloys

EMP2
Cardinal Point

Housing

35: Two Gates which has
a high/medium overall
significance due to the
high degree of survival of
legible heritage assets.
HUCA 34: Tame Valley
Industrial Estate.
Overall significance
low/medium. EUS shows
the site as “industrial”
and “other extractive
works”. No known assets
on site and nearby nondesignated monument,
site of valley colliery and
brick and tile works has
already been developed
for housing (shown as
“suburban
redevelopment or infill”)
Remainder of HUCA is
predominantly “large
scale commercial or
industrial sites” with two
small areas of “workers
cottages”.

Potential for below
ground archaeology to
survive in particular parts
of the HUCA but not
currently known.
Employment HUCA 19: Ventura Park.
Overall significance low.
EUS shows site as “large
scale commercial or
industrial sites” with
small areas of “suburb”.
No known assets on-site;
the Birmingham and
Fazeley Canal is the only
legible heritage asset in
the HUCA. There is low
potential for below
ground archaeology,
because the area lies
beyond the historic core
and identified cropmarks
have been impacted by
road development.
However, further
research may change
this as not currently
known.
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As above.

As above.

EMP7
Land north of Bonehill
Road

EMP8
Land adjacent to Relay
Park

EMP9
Land adjacent to
Centurion Park

Employment HUCA 19: Ventura Park.
Overall significance low.
EUS shows site as “large
scale commercial or
industrial sites” with
small areas of “suburb”.
No known assets on-site;
the Birmingham and
Fazeley Canal is the only
legible heritage asset in
the HUCA. There is low
potential for below
ground archaeology,
because the area lies
beyond the historic core
and identified cropmarks
have been impacted by
road development.
However, further
research may change
this as not currently
known.
Employment HUCA 30: Centurian
Park and Relay Way.
Overall significance low.
No known assets on site
or within the HUCA.
EUS shows the site as
“piecemeal enclosure”,
which used to cover the
whole HUCA. The rest of
the HUCA is exclusively
“large scale commercial
or industrial sites”.
Little historic significance
other than line of Roman
Road. Low potential for
below ground
archaeology, however,
further research may
change this as not
currently known.
Employment HUCA 30: Centurian
Park and Relay Way.
Overall significance low.
No known assets on site
or within the HUCA. EUS
shows the site as
“piecemeal enclosure”,
which used to cover the
whole HUCA. The rest of
the HUCA is exclusively
“large scale commercial
or industrial sites”.
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As above

As above

As above

EMP10, EMP30, EMP34
Sandy Way, part of
Amington employment
area

Little historic significance
other than line of Roman
Road. Low potential for
below ground
archaeology, however,
further research may
change this as not
currently known.
Employment HUCA 27: Tamworth
Business Park and
Amington Industrial
Estate. Overall
significance low. No
known assets on site or
within the HUCA. EUS
shows site as “large
scale commercial or
industrial sites”, a type
that extends across the
entire HUCA.

EMP26
Land adjacent to Sandy
Hill Business Park

Distant from historic core
of any known historic
settlement therefore low
potential for below
ground archaeology,
however, further
research may change
this as not currently
known.
Employment HUCA 27: Tamworth
Business Park and
Amington Industrial
Estate. Overall
significance low. No
known assets on site or
within the HUCA.
EUS shows site as “large
scale commercial or
industrial sites”, a type
that extends across the
entire HUCA.
Distant from historic core
of any known historic
settlement therefore low
potential for below
ground archaeology,
however, further
research may change
this as not currently
known.
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As above

As above

EMP33
Site off Bonehill Road

Employment HUCA 19 Ventura Park.
Overall significance low.
EUS shows site as “large
scale commercial or
industrial sites” with
small areas of “suburb”.
No known assets on site;
the Birmingham and
Fazeley Canal is the only
legible heritage asset in
the HUCA. There is low
potential for below
ground archaeology,
because the area lies
beyond the historic core
and identified cropmarks
have been impacted by
road development.
However, further
research may change
this as not currently
known
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As above

APPENDIX C:
Maps showing overall significance for Historic Urban
Character Areas and Historic Environment Character Zones
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